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ABSTRACT
The increasing demand for extracting value out of ever-growing
data poses an ongoing challenge to system designers, a task only
made trickier by the end of Dennard scaling. As the performance
density of traditional CPU-centric architectures stagnates, advancing
compute capabilities necessitates novel architectural approaches.
Near-memory processing (NMP) architectures are reemerging as
promising candidates to improve computing efficiency through tight
coupling of logic and memory. NMP architectures are especially
fitting for data analytics, as they provide immense bandwidth to
memory-resident data and dramatically reduce data movement, the
main source of energy consumption.
Modern data analytics operators are optimized for CPU execu-
tion and hence rely on large caches and employ random memory
accesses. In the context of NMP, such random accesses result in
wasteful DRAM row buffer activations that account for a significant
fraction of the total memory access energy. In addition, utilizing
NMP’s ample bandwidth with fine-grained random accesses requires
complex hardware that cannot be accommodated under NMP’s tight
area and power constraints. Our thesis is that efficient NMP calls for
an algorithm-hardware co-design that favors algorithms with sequen-
tial accesses to enable simple hardware that accesses memory in
streams. We introduce an instance of such a co-designed NMP archi-
tecture for data analytics, the Mondrian Data Engine. Compared to a
CPU-centric and a baseline NMP system, the Mondrian Data Engine
improves the performance of basic data analytics operators by up to
49× and 5×, and efficiency by up to 28× and 5×, respectively.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Processors and memory
architectures; Single instruction, multiple data; • Information sys-
tems→Main memory engines; • Hardware→ Die and wafer stack-
ing;
KEYWORDS
Near-memory processing, sequential memory access, algorithm-
hardware co-design
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large-scale IT services are increasingly migrating from storage to
memory because of intense data access demands [7, 17, 51]. Online
services such as search and social connectivity require managing
massive amounts of data while maintaining a low request tail latency.
Similarly, analytic engines for business intelligence are increasingly
memory resident to minimize query response time. The net result is
that memory is taking center stage in server design as datacenter op-
erators maximize memory capacity integrated per server to increase
throughput per total cost of ownership [42, 53].
The slowdown in Dennard scaling has further pushed server
designers toward efficient memory access [18, 30, 49]. A large
spectrum of data services has moderate computational require-
ments [20, 36, 43] but large energy footprints primarily due to data
movement [16]: the energy cost of fetching a word of data from
off-chip DRAM is up to 6400× higher than operating on it [29]. To
alleviate the cost of memory access, several memory vendors are
now stacking several layers of DRAM on top of a thin layer of logic,
enabling near-memory processing (NMP) [35, 46, 63]. The com-
bination of ample internal bandwidth and a dramatic reduction in
data movement makes NMP architectures an inherently better fit for
in-memory data analytics than traditional CPU-centric architectures,
triggering a recent NMP research wave [2, 3, 22, 23, 56, 57].
While improving over CPU-centric systems with NMP is trivial,
designing an efficient NMP system for data analytics in terms of
performance per watt is not as straightforward [19]. Efficiency impli-
cations stem from the optimization of data analytics algorithms for
CPU platforms, making heavy use of random memory accesses and
relying on the cache hierarchy for high performance. In contrast, the
strength of NMP architectures is the immense memory bandwidth
they offer through tight integration of logic and memory. While
DRAM is designed for random memory accesses, such accesses
are significantly costlier than sequential ones in terms of energy,
stemming from DRAM row activations [65].
In addition to their energy premium, random memory accesses
can also become a major performance obstacle. The logic layer of
NMP devices can only host simple hardware, being severely area-
and power-limited. Unfortunately, generating enough memory-level
parallelism to saturate NMP’s ample bandwidth using fine-grained
2 This work was done while the author was at EPFL.
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accesses requires non-trivial hardware resources. Random memory
accesses result in underutilized bandwidth, leaving a significant
performance headroom.
In this work, we show that achieving NMP efficiency requires an
algorithm-hardware co-design to maximize the amount of sequential
memory accesses and provide hardware capable of transforming
these accesses into bandwidth utilization under NMP’s tight area
and power constraints. We take three steps in this direction: First,
we identify that the algorithms for common data analytics operators
that are preferred for CPU execution are not equally fitting for NMP.
NMP favors algorithms that maximize sequential accesses, trading
off algorithmic complexity for DRAM-friendly and predictable ac-
cess patterns. Second, we observe that most data analytics operators
feature a major data partitioning phase, where data is shuffled across
memory partitions to improve locality in the following probe phase.
Partitioning unavoidably results in random memory accesses, regard-
less of the choice of algorithm. However, we show that minimal
hardware support that exploits a common characteristic in the data
layout of analytics workloads can safely reorder memory accesses,
thus complementing the algorithm’s contribution in turning random
accesses to sequential. Finally, we design simple hardware that can
operate on data streams at the memory’s peak bandwidth, while
respecting the energy and power constraints of the NMP logic layer.
Building on our observations, we propose the Mondrian Data
Engine, an NMP architecture that reduces power consumption by
changing energy-hungry random memory access patterns to sequen-
tial DRAM-friendly ones and boosts performance through wide com-
putation units performing data analytics operations on data streams
at full memory bandwidth. We make the following contributions:
• Analyze common data analytics operators, demonstrating preva-
lence of fine-grain random memory accesses. In the context of
NMP, these induce significant performance and energy overheads,
preventing high utilization of the available DRAM bandwidth.
• Argue that NMP-friendly algorithms fundamentally differ from
conventional CPU-centric ones, optimizing for sequential memory
accesses rather than cache locality.
• Identify object permutability as a common attribute in the parti-
tioning phase of key analytics operators, meaning that the location
and access order of objects in memory can be safely rearranged to
improve the efficiency of memory access patterns. We exploit per-
mutability to coalesce random accesses that would go to disjoint
locations in the original computation into a sequential stream.
• Show that NMP efficiency can be significantly improved through
an algorithm-hardware co-design that trades off additional com-
putations and memory accesses for increased memory access con-
tiguity and uses simple hardware to operate on memory streams.
Our Mondrian Data Engine improves the performance of basic
data analytics operators by up to 49× and 5×, and efficiency by
up to 28× and 5× as compared to a CPU-centric and a baseline
NMP system, respectively.
The paper is organized as follows: §2 provides an overview of data
operators and their main phases. We briefly argue for NMP architec-
tures as a good fit for data analytics and analyze their main inefficien-
cies in §3, which we then address in §4. We present the Mondrian
Data Engine in §5, our methodology in §6, and evaluation in §7.
Finally, we discuss related work in §8 and conclude in §9.
Basic operator Spark operator
Scan
Filter, Union, LookupKey,
Map, FlatMap, MapValues
Group by
GroupByKey, Cogroup, ReduceByKey,
Reduce, CountByKey, AggregateByKey
Join Join
Sort SortByKey
Table 1: Characterization of Spark operators.
2 IN-MEMORY DATA OPERATORS
Large-scale IT services often rely on deep software stacks for manip-
ulating and analyzing large data volumes. To enable both iterative
and interactive data querying, the data management backend of such
services increasingly runs directly in memory to avoid the bandwidth
and latency bottleneck of disk I/O [12, 32, 45, 62]. While at higher
levels data is queried in a specialized language (e.g., SQL), the soft-
ware stack eventually converts the queries into data transformations.
Much as in conventional database management systems, these trans-
formations rely on a set of physical data operators at their core to
plow through data [60]. Table 1 contains a broad set of common data
transformations in Spark [21] and the basic data operators needed to
implement them in memory: Scan, Group by, Join, and Sort.
Contemporary analytics software is typically column-oriented
[1, 12, 21, 40, 50, 71], storing datasets as collections of individual
columns, each containing a key and an attribute of a particular type.
A dataset is distributed across memory modules where the operators
can run in parallel. The simplest form of transformation is a Scan
operator where each dataset subset is sequentially scanned for a
particular key. More complex transformations require comparing
keys among one or more subsets of the dataset.
To execute the comparison efficiently (i.e., maximize parallelism
and locality), modern database systems partition datasets based on
key ranges [68]. For instance, parallelizing a Join would require first
a range partitioning of a dataset based on the data items’ keys to
divide them among the memory modules, followed by an indepen-
dent Join operation on each subset. A similar data item distribution
is required for the Group by and Sort operators.
Table 2 compares and contrasts the algorithmic steps in the ba-
sic data operators. All operators can be broken down into two main
phases. Starting from data that is initially randomly distributed across
multiple memory partitions, the goal of the first phase, partitioning,
is to redistribute data so that memory access locality will be maxi-
mized in the upcoming operations. The partitioning phase involves
data distribution to new partitions, usually based on a hash value of
their key, which results in mostly random memory accesses across
memory partitions. Prior work on join operators showed that parti-
tioning accounts for roughly half of the total runtime [11, 38, 68],
and may completely dominate execution time (> 90%) in highly
optimized implementations [10].
The second phase, probe, leverages the data locality created in the
first phase, by probing data exclusively located in a single partition
and applying the desired operation. In some cases, such as in Join and
Group by, a second hash step may be applied before the actual data
probe, to facilitate data finding during the upcoming computations.
Even though all data accesses in the probe phase are localized in
the given data partition, the access pattern is often random. As a
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Operators / Phases Partitioning Probe
Histogram build Data distribution Hash table build Operation
Scan - - - Scan keys
Join
Hash keys with low order bits
Copy to partitions
Hash keys & reorder
Join by key
Group by Group by key
Sort Hash keys with high order bits - Local sort
Table 2: Phases of basic data operators.
result, NMP architectures may struggle to fully utilize their available
memory bandwidth. Generating high enough bandwidth demand
with random accesses requires tens of outstanding requests, more
than a conventional CPU typically supports. In contrast, sequential
accesses allow bandwidth utilization with simple hardware, which is
a critical target for the severely area- and power-constrained NMP
logic. Therefore, algorithms that favor sequential accesses may be
preferable to others that are optimized for locality and/or have a
better algorithmic complexity.
3 CHALLENGES IN DATA ANALYTICS
Performance constraints have made in-memory data analytics a com-
mon practice. While moving from disk-based to memory resident
data services highlights the central role of data, traditional CPU-
centric platforms for data analytics are still built around compute
rather than data. CPU-centric architectures are advocates of central-
ization, as they require transferring all data from the memory close
to the processor, the ingress point where all computations take place,
as shown in Fig. 1a. Data lies across several memory partitions, but
such distribution has little effect: the data transfer cost from the
memory close to the CPU may be somewhat sensitive to the location
of the accessed memory partition (e.g. NUMA effects), but is high in
any case. CPUs rely on high locality and reuse in their cache hierar-
chy for efficient operation, amortizing the exorbitant cost of moving
data from memory over multiple fast and cheap cache accesses. Un-
fortunately, this requirement makes CPUs and large-scale analytics
ill-matched, as the latter exhibit either no temporal reuse or reuse at
intervals beyond the reach of practical on-chip caches [20, 64].
Near-Memory Processing (NMP) is an alternative architectural
approach to data analytics, being data-centric instead of compute-
centric. Fig. 1b illustrates the main concept of such architectures.
Instead of moving data from memory to compute, compute elements
are physically placed closer to the target data, near the memory, and
the CPU offloads computation to these NMP units, which then inde-
pendently access memory to perform the requested task. As in the
case of CPU-centric architectures, data is distributed across multiple
physical memory partitions; but, unlike CPUs, the accessed memory
partition affects each NMP compute element’s memory access effi-
ciency: accessing a local memory partition is significantly faster and
more efficient than a remote one. Hence, simply pushing compute
closer to the memory does not entirely solve the data movement bot-
tleneck, as many operators rely on scatter/gather operations that may
require accessing one or more remote partitions. Therefore, in the
partitioning phase of data operators, data is shuffled across the mem-
ory partitions (black arrows in Fig. 1b) to maximize memory access
locality [48, 57]. After partitioning, the NMP compute units enjoy
low-latency/high-bandwidth access to their local memory partition,
avoiding wasteful data movement across the memory network.
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(a) CPU-centric architecture. Crossing arrows: random accesses.
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(b) NMP architecture. "C" represents an NMP core.
Figure 1: Data access on two different architectures. Black ar-
rows indicate expensive data movements.
Overall, the data-centric nature of data analytics makes NMP
architectures a great fit for data analytics. However, NMP is rather
an enabler than a solution. The memory access patterns (§3.1) and
the NMP logic’s ability to utilize the available memory bandwidth
under tight area and power constraints (§3.2) are critical to an NMP
system’s efficiency.
3.1 Memory access patterns
DRAM-based memory has its idiosyncrasies regarding access
patterns, which determine its efficiency. In general, maximizing
DRAM’s efficiency and effective bandwidth requires sequential ac-
cesses instead of random.
DRAM is organized as an array of rows, and a DRAM access
comprises two actions: a row activation and the transfer of the re-
quested data on the I/O bus. A row activation involves copying the
entire DRAM row containing the requested data to a row buffer,
regardless of the memory access request’s size. The row buffer can
then serve requests coming from the upper level of the memory
hierarchy (typically cache-block-sized). For DDR3, the row acti-
vation energy is 3× higher than the energy of transferring a cache
block from/to the row buffer [47]. Because of this energy breakdown,
energy efficiency requires amortization of the row activation cost,
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by leveraging row buffer locality (i.e., accessing all or most of the
opened DRAM row’s data).
While the memory access energy breakdown is different for die-
stacked memory technologies, the trend remains similar [4]. Tak-
ing Micron’s HMC as an example, the effective row buffer size is
32× smaller than DDR3 (256B vs. 8×1KB). It also supports trans-
fers smaller than a typical 64B cache block (8 or 16B), as NMP
compute units may directly access the memory without an intermedi-
ate cache hierarchy. Furthermore, the transfer distance in die-stacked
memory is in the order of µm, as compared to mm in the case of
DDR3. We use CACTI-3DD [14] to estimate the row activation
energy overhead in HMC. While in the case a whole row is accessed
it only accounts for 14% of the access’ energy, it quickly climbs
to 80% when only accessing 8B of data, a common occurrence for
applications that are dominated by random memory accesses. HMC
is a conservative example, as this energy gap is sensitive to the row
buffer size, which is even larger in other die-stacked memory devices
(2KB in HBM [35] and 4KB in Wide I/O 2 [34]).
As NMP inherently reduces the energy spent on data movement,
the memory access pattern (random vs. sequential) becomes a con-
siderable factor of the memory subsystem’s overall efficiency, as row
activations account for a major fraction of DRAM’s dynamic energy.
It is therefore important for data services running on NMP systems
to replace fine-grained random accesses with bulk sequential ones.
3.2 Memory-level parallelism
NMP architectures expose immense memory bandwidth to the logic
layer. However, the hardware resources that can be placed on the
logic layer are tightly area- and power-constrained. Utilizing the
available memory bandwidth requires the logic layer to generate
enough memory-level parallelism (MLP). Doing so with fine-grained
random accesses is challenging, as it requires hardware with a large
instruction window and the capability of keeping many concurrent
outstanding memory accesses alive at all times. Using streams of
sequential accesses instead significantly relaxes the hardware re-
quirements, by enabling utilization of the memory bandwidth with a
small number of parallel outstanding memory access sequences.
To illustrate, a single HMC memory partition (vault) offers a
peak memory bandwidth of 8GB/s, while the area and power budget
of the vault’s underlying logic layer is just 4.4mm2 and 312mW ,
respectively [23, 33, 57]. These limitations preclude the usage of
aggressive out-of-order cores as NMP units, which represent the
best candidates for achieving high numbers of outstanding random
memory accesses. To put numbers into perspective, an ARM Cortex-
A57 core with an ROB of 128 entries would—very optimistically—
be able to keep about 20 outstanding memory accesses, assuming
one 8-byte memory access every 6 instructions and enough MSHRs
to support that many misses. With a memory latency of 30ns, even in
the ideal case where that MLP is maintained at all times, the memory
bandwidth utilization would approach 5.3GB/s. While not a far cry
from the peak of 8GB/s, the power of such an ARM Cortex-A57 at
1.8GHz and 20nm is rated at 1.5W, surpassing the NMP power cap
by several factors. While prefetchers can help push the bandwidth
utilization higher, if the application is dominated by random memory
accesses, the prefetched data will rarely be useful or even detrimental
to the cache’s hit ratio [20]. Our experiments (§7) confirm these
limitations, showing that even for operators as simple as Scan, the
above bandwidth utilization calculation is too optimistic. Overall,
conventional MIMD cores cannot sustain a high enough number of
parallel fine-grained accesses to utilize the memory’s full bandwidth
under the tight constraints of an NMP architecture.
4 EFFICIENT MEMORY ACCESS
Addressing the two efficiency challenges in near-memory analytics
presented in §3 requires the synergy of algorithms and hardware. We
now discuss the required modifications in data analytics software
(§4.1) and the NMP hardware characteristics necessary to utilize the
available bandwidth under tight power and area constraints (§4.2).
4.1 Sequential accesses and row buffer locality
Memory access patterns are a direct consequence of the data struc-
tures and algorithms used at the application level. Modern software
is optimized for execution on CPU-centric architectures, favoring
cache-aware data accesses to minimize expensive memory access
and maximize locality. These algorithms should be revisited in the
face of near-memory processing, where efficiency is derived not by
caching, but rather by proximity to memory. For NMP architectures,
efficient algorithms are those that access memory sequentially, thus
allowing simple hardware to exploit rich internal DRAM bandwidth.
4.1.1 Choice of algorithm. Going back to the basic operators
(Table 2), each operation’s probe phase can be completed by dif-
ferent algorithms. To illustrate, Join algorithms generally fall into
two categories: sort- and hash-based. The former target efficiency
through sequential memory accesses, albeit at a higher algorithmic
complexity; the latter optimize for fast lookups and high cache local-
ity. While the gradual increase of SIMD width in mainstream CPUs
may eventually tip the balance in favor of sort-based join algorithms
[38], hash-based joins are still preferred for CPU execution [8].
In the case of NMP architectures, two characteristics motivate re-
visiting the algorithms known to perform best for CPUs: significantly
cheaper and faster memory access and a constrained logic capacity,
which limits the number of in-flight random memory accesses. These
features motivate the use of algorithms with simpler—sequential—
access patterns, even at the cost of higher algorithmic complexity
(i.e., more passes on the data). In the case of the Join operator,
sort-merge join is an alternative to hash join: while it has a higher
algorithmic complexity than hash join (O(nlogn) vs. O(n)), requiring
sorting both relations prior to merge-joining them, it allows execu-
tion of the operator using solely sequential memory accesses. The
same tradeoff applies to other data operators (e.g., Group by), as
well: replacing hash-based approaches with—algorithmically more
expensive—sort-based approaches, can significantly improve the
efficiency of the operator’s probe phase.
4.1.2 Data permutability. The access patterns of the operators’
probe phase are largely determined by the used algorithm. However,
that is not the case for the partitioning phase, which accounts for a
major fraction of the operators’ total runtime [10, 11, 38, 68]. Dur-
ing partitioning, each computation unit sequentially goes through its
local memory partition and determines each data element’s destina-
tion partition. As multiple partitions execute this data partitioning
in parallel, writes arrive at every destination partition interleaved,
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Figure 2: Partitioning phase: data shuffling across memory partitions.
resulting in random memory accesses. This random access pattern is
inherent to such data shuffling and is an unavoidable result of mem-
ory message interleaving in the memory network, hence it cannot
be controlled at the software/algorithmic level, as is the case for the
data operators’ probe phase.
Fig. 2 exemplifies a memory access pattern resulting from parti-
tioning. For simplicity, we only show two source partitions, A and B,
where all of their data has to end up in the same destination partition.
As both source partitions send data, the messages get interleaved in
the memory network, resulting in random writes at the destination:
no two consecutive writes hit in the same DRAM row. In reality,
multiple DRAM rows can be kept open at the same time, so even
interleaved accesses can hit in an open row buffer. However, the
probability of an access finding an open row quickly drops with the
system size, as more sources shuffle data concurrently. Finally, even
though memory controllers have to some extent the ability to reorder
incoming requests and prioritize accesses to open rows, the distance
of accesses to different locations within a row is typically too long
for this scheduling window [65, 66]; maximizing row buffer locality
requires more advanced techniques.
We observe that we can turn all random accesses during the
partitioning phase of data analytics operators into sequential ones
by exploiting a data structure property prevalent in data analytics
with minimal hardware support in the memory controller. Our key
insight is that the exact location of data objects within each memory
partition is not important, because data operators apply the same
computation on every data object in a memory region, much like an
unordered data bucket. Memory partitions in the partitioning phase
of data operators are commonly treated like hash table buckets. The
order of items in a hash table bucket is not important, as it is always
treated as a heap of data: finding something in a bucket requires
going through all of its contents. Therefore, data objects in a hash
table bucket—similarly, in a memory partition—are permutable: any
order in the bucket is acceptable, and does not affect the operator’s
correctness. In Fig. 2’s example, writing data objects sequentially
into memory as they arrive would not affect correctness, as long
as the software will only use that memory region as a sequence of
unordered data objects during the upcoming probe phase. Such an
approach avoids redundant row buffer activations by guaranteeing
that every row buffer is activated exactly once.
The data object permutability insight is broadly applicable to a
range of key data analytics operators. It holds for the partitioning
phase of the basic Join, Group by, and Sort operators (Table 2) and
also extends to more complex operators that build upon these three
(e.g., see Table 1 for Spark operators). It also applies to the data
partitioning and shuffling phase of MapReduce and any BSP-based
graph processing algorithm, or, more generally, to any operation that
involves coarse-grained data partitioning in buckets.
4.2 Streaming and SIMD
Revisiting the software-implemented algorithms to expose sequen-
tial accesses to hardware brings us half way to our goal of efficient
bandwidth utilization; the remaining half requires designing hard-
ware capable of leveraging these sequential accesses to execute data
operators at full memory bandwidth. While the exact hardware pa-
rameters such as the available memory bandwidth or power and area
limitations per compute unit differ across NMP architectures, the
main limitations and challenges remain the same. In all cases, a com-
pute unit for an NMP architecture has access to memory bandwidth
several times higher than a CPU core, with much stricter area and
power constraints. At the same time, NMP compute units should
be programmable to be capable of executing a broad range of data
analytics operators.
By relying on software to access memory sequentially, NMP units
can be programmable processing units capable of fully utilizing
their corresponding memory bandwidth by streaming data from
memory, thus requiring a small amount of hardware state to sustain
the necessary memory-level parallelism. However, computation has
to keep up with the data streams in order to sustain peak memory
bandwidth. As the vast majority of data analytics operators are data
parallel, we observe that a modest degree of SIMD capabilities is in
most cases sufficient to achieve that. SIMD extensions are already
commonplace, even in low-power processors that are usable as NMP
compute units (e.g., ARM Cortex-35 [6]).
5 THE MONDRIAN DATA ENGINE
We now present the Mondrian Data Engine, a novel NMP archi-
tecture for data analytics built on top of our algorithm-hardware
co-design insights that efficiently utilizes the ample memory band-
width that is available due to memory proximity.
5.1 Architecture Overview
The Mondrian Data Engine architecture consists of a network of
NMP-capable devices. Fig. 3a shows the floorplan of such a network.
Each device has a number of memory partitions, and each memory
partition features a tightly coupled compute unit capable of oper-
ating on data independently. All the partitions are interconnected
via both on-chip interconnects and an inter-device network, allow-
ing all compute units to access any memory location in the NMP
network. The NMP network is also attached to a CPU, which has
a supervisory role: it does not actively participate in the evaluation
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of the data operators, but initializes all components, launches and
orchestrates the execution, and collects the final results. Without
loss of generality, we assume a flat physical address space spanning
across conventional planar DRAM and the NMP-capable devices.
The address space covered by the NMP-capable devices is accessible
by the CPU, and can be managed as a unified address space, similar
to GPUs [31] and recent work on virtual memory support for NMP
systems [55]. NMP compute units can only access the aggregate
address space of the NMP-capable devices via physical addresses.
We design the Mondrian Data Engine’s compute units to execute
common data analytics operations at their local memory partition’s
peak effective bandwidth. We also apply minimal modifications to
the memory controllers to exploit the data permutability opportunity
inherent in data analytics. In the rest of this section, we discuss the
Mondrian Data Engine’s implementation and programming model.
5.2 Compute units
We use Micron’s HMC [46] as our basic building block, which fea-
tures a 3D stack of DRAM dies on top of a logic die, interconnected
using TSV technology. Each die is segmented into 32 autonomous
partitions. As shown in Fig. 3b, a vertical stack of the partitions
forms a vault, with each such vault controlled by a dedicated con-
troller residing on the logic die. Compared to conventional DRAM,
which is organized into multi-KB rows, the HMC features smaller
rows of 256B and a user-configurable access granularity of 8 to 256
bytes. To interface with the CPU, the HMC uses serial SerDes links
running a packet-based protocol. Each link operates independently
and can route memory requests crossing HMC boundaries. The ac-
tual DRAM control logic is distributed among the vault controllers.
Every HMC vault offers an effective peak memory bandwidth
of 8GB/s with an underlying logic layer of 4.4mm2 and a peak
power budget of 312mW per vault. As our first-order analysis in
§3.2 already showed, using conventional MIMD cores to saturate
the bandwidth under that area and power envelope is very challeng-
ing. In contrast, the 8GB/s bandwidth target can be easily met by
streaming, as long as the software exposes sequential accesses to
the hardware. We thus provision the logic layer with eight 384B
(1.5× the row buffer size) stream buffers, sized to mask the DRAM
access latency and avoid memory-access-related stalls. The stream
buffers are programmable and are used to keep a constant stream of
incoming data in the form of binding prefetches to feed the compute
units. The next challenge lies in processing the incoming memory
streams at a rate matching the memory bandwidth.
Going back to the basic data analytics operators, we identify that
the most challenging operation on data streams is sorting. Since
most algorithms that favor sequential accesses over random eventu-
ally require sorting data prior to the target operator’s probe phase,
providing hardware that can operate on data tuples at memory band-
width is critical to performance. We base the following analysis
on 8B/8B key/value tuples, as commonly done in data analytics
research [10, 11]. This assumption does not limit our hardware’s
capabilities; in fact, the smaller the tuples, the more challenging it is
for compute units to utilize the available bandwidth. We estimate that
we can sort incoming streams of 16B tuples at the available 8GB/s
per-vault memory bandwidth with an 8-tuple-wide SIMD unit; hence
we require an 128B (1024-bit) SIMD unit. We identify mergesort
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Figure 3: Mondrian Data Engine architecture.
as the fittest near-memory sort algorithm, as it spends most of the
time merging ordered streams of tuples, thus maximizing sequential
memory accesses. Mergesort sorts n tuples by performing logn se-
quential passes on the dataset (O(nlogn) algorithmic complexity). In
order to match the available bandwidth, and assuming a frequency
of 1GHz, we must process a tuple every 4 cycles; hence, with an
8-tuple-wide SIMD unit, we must process a group of 8 tuples every
32 cycles. We can trivially merge 8 streams of tuples into 4 sorted
streams in a data parallel manner under this time budget. We further
optimize mergesort with an initial bitonic sort pass, using the SIMD
algorithm used in [8], where we sort small groups of tuples that
are later merged (intra-stream sorting). This optimization reduces
the required number of passes on the dataset by four, which in our
system setup (512MB vault filled with 16B tuples) corresponds to a
∼ 20% reduction in the total number of passes.
We choose the ARM Cortex-A35, a dual-issue, in-order core,
as our baseline NMP compute unit, dissipating 90mW at 1GHz in
28nm technology. The Cortex-A35 offers customizable features;
we estimate that a single core with 8KB caches and a 128bit-wide
SIMD unit has an area footprint of 0.65mm2, with less than 0.25mm2
attributed to the SIMD unit [27]. Given that data analytics do not
require the unnecessary complexity of floating-point SIMD, we can
extend the SIMD unit to 1024 bits for just 2× higher power than
the original 128-bit Neon, as illustrated by Qualcomm’s Hexagon
680 DSP [25]. This dramatic reduction in power is corroborated
by DianNao [15], which shows that fixed point ALUs are about
8× more efficient that floating point ALUs. Assuming similar area
and power scaling while increasing the SIMD width and replacing
floating point with fixed point precision, we estimate the modified
ARM Cortex-A35 to be 1.15mm2 and dissipate at most 180mW ,
staying well within our per-vault area and power budget.
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/ / a l l o c a t e p e r m u t a b l e r e g i o n s p e r v a u l t
f o r ( v a u l t _ i d = 0 ; v a u l t _ i d < vaul t_num ; v a u l t _ i d ++)
p e r m _ a r r a y = m a l l o c _ p e r m u t a b l e ( s i z e , o b j e c t _ s i z e ,
v a u l t _ l i s t [ v a u l t _ i d ] ) ;
/ / e n a b l e memory p e r m u t a b i l i t y
s h u f f l e _ b e g i n ( p e r m _ a r r a y ) ;
. . . .
s h u f f l e _ e n d ( ) ; / / d i s a b l e memory p e r m u t a b i l i t y
(a) Toggling permutability during partitioning phase.
/ / C o n f i g u r e p r e f e t c h e r t o p r e f e t c h up t o 8 d a t a s t r e a m s
/ / S t r eams a r e a l l o c a t e d as f o l l o w s :
/ / S t ream 0 : [ s t a r t _ a d d r , s t a r t _ a d d r + s t r e a m _ s i z e )
/ / S t ream 1 : [ s t a r t _ a d d r + s t r e a m _ s i z e ,
/ / s t a r t _ a d d r + 2* s t r e a m _ s i z e )
/ / . . . .
p r e f e t c h _ i n _ s t r _ b u f ( s t a r t _ a d d r , s t r e a m _ s i z e , num_streams ) ;
w h i l e ( ! a l l _ s t r e a m _ b u f f e r _ d o n e ( ) ) {
t u p l e s = r e a d _ s t r e a m _ h e a d s ( t u p l e _ s i z e ) ;
/ / Pe r fo rm some c o m p u t a t i o n wi th t h e t u p l e s [ . . . ]
/ / Advance s t r e a m heads − n o t i f y p r e f e t c h e r
p o p _ i n p u t _ s t r e a m ( t u p l e _ s i z e ) ;
s t o r e ( m o d i f i e d _ t u p l e s , o u t p u t _ a d d r e s s e s ) ;
}
(b) Stream buffer management.
Figure 4: Mondrian Data Engine sample pseudocode.
5.3 Exploiting data permutability
We leverage the permutability property of data during the partition-
ing phase of data analytics to convert random memory accesses to
sequential ones. Initially, when the CPU sets up an NMP execution,
a per-vault base physical address and size of the destination buffer
for the partitioning phase is sent to each vault controller by writing
to a set of special memory-mapped registers. Every received write re-
quest marked as permutable is sequentially written in the destination
buffer, thus maximizing row buffer locality. As the exact per-vault
destination buffer size is only known after the data operator’s his-
togram build step of the partitioning phase, the CPU only provides a
best-effort overprovisioned estimation.
A subtle but critical aspect of the implementation is that the
permutability feature holds on a per-object rather than a per-memory-
message basis: if a single object is broken into multiple memory
requests, these requests cannot be handled independently and treated
as permutable. A solution to this implication is to always send write
requests that contain the whole object. A vault controller only makes
inter-request and never intra-request memory location permutations.
In order to prevent data objects from straddling more than a single
memory message, we introduce special object buffers. During the ini-
tialization of the permutable memory regions, the software exposes
the used object sizes (and hence the granularity of permutability) to
the hardware. During the partitioning phase, the hardware drains the
object buffer to the vault router only when its contents match the
size of the specified object size, thus injecting an object-sized write
request in the network. In our implementation, we use a single 256B
object buffer per compute unit. The buffer size is determined by
the row buffer size and is compliant with the HMC protocol, which
allows messages up to 256B long to be exchanged between vault
controllers. The object buffer size does preclude using data objects
larger than 256B. However, beyond that size, the objects are big
enough to exploit row buffer locality without being permuted by the
destination vault controller.
5.4 Programming the Mondrian Data Engine
We provide two special functions to mark the code region of the
partitioning phase, which generates permutable data object stores
(Fig. 4a): shuffle_begin and shuffle_end. Shuffle_begin blocks execu-
tion until all participating vault controllers have been set up for the
upcoming batching phase and involves two steps. First, every NMP
unit computes the amount of data it is going to write to each remote
vault, and then writes it to a predefined location of the corresponding
remote vault. This information is collected during the histogram
build step of the operators’ partitioning phase (see Table 2), which is
necessary in the baseline CPU system as well. After this information
is exchanged, every NMP unit sums all these received values to com-
pute the total size of inbound data. At this point, an NMP unit may
identify that the incoming data will overflow the local destination
buffer, which was allocated in advance by the CPU. In such a case,
an exception may be raised for the CPU to handle, as the histogram
build of the partitioning phase should be retried with a second round
of partitioning in order to balance the resulting partitions’ sizes. We
focus on uniform data distributions where this behavior never arises
and defer support for skewed datasets to future work.
All the stores within shuffle_begin and shuffle_end falling in the
permutable memory region are treated by the receiving memory con-
trollers as permutable. The Mondrian Data Engine does not bound
the number of permutable_stores in flight during a partitioning phase,
and does not enforce any ordering among them. However, a syn-
chronization mechanism to identify the completion of all in-flight
stores before execution continues to its next phase (probe) is neces-
sary. The programmer marks this synchronization point in the code
with a shuffle_end. When an NMP compute unit reaches that point,
it suspends its execution until signaled to continue. We leverage
message-signaled interrupts (MSI) as our notification mechanism.
Every NMP accelerator has an interrupt vector with a width match-
ing the total number of vaults, each bit representing a vault. When
a vault controller finishes writing all expected data (as specified by
shuffle_begin), it sends an MSI to all NMP units. When an NMP
unit’s interrupt controller finds all bits of the interrupt vector set, it
wakes up its compute unit to resume execution. The same notifica-
tion mechanism is used to advance into the partitioning phase after
the completion of a shuffle_begin. While this all-to-all communica-
tion protocol can be expensive, it is only required at the beginning
and end of a long partitioning phase, hence we did not attempt to
optimize it.
Fig. 4b’s pseudocode illustrates the Mondrian Data Engine’s
stream buffer management. We provide a programming interface
that allows tying a data stream to a buffer and popping the head tuple
of the stream to operate on. While the application consumes the
stream buffers’ head entries, stream buffers continue getting filled
from memory, until the user-specified end of the stream is reached.
6 METHODOLOGY
System organization. We evaluate a collection of basic data ana-
lytics operators on three different architectures: CPU, NMP, and
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Figure 5: Modeled CPU-centric architecture.
Mondrian Data Engine. As platform setups for data analytics are
memory driven, we use memory capacity as the normalization metric
across the evaluated systems. Going after a 32GB system, we deploy
four 8GB HMCs. Each modeled HMC features 16 512MB vaults
(instead of 32 256MB vaults of the real device, because of simulation
limitations), for a total capacity of 32GB in 64 vaults. Taking into
account that a typical CPU setup for data analytics allocates 2-8GB
of memory per core (Cloudera) [64], we populate our 32GB CPU
system with 16 cores. We assume a tiled chip, connected to four
passive HMCs in a star topology (Fig. 5). In the NMP systems, the
HMCs are active and fully connected, as illustrated in Fig. 3a.
For the baseline NMP system we assume compute units that
resemble the CPU-centric architecture’s MIMD cores. We therefore
use the best OoO core we can fit under the per-vault power budget:
a 3-wide 1GHz core with a 48-entry ROB, similar to a Qualcomm
Krait400 [26]. Both the CPU and the NMP baseline systems feature
a next-line prefetcher, capable of issuing prefetches for up to three
next cache lines.
Simulation. We use Flexus [67], a full-system cycle-accurate
simulator, combined with DRAMSim2 [58] to evaluate and compare
the three aforementioned systems. Table 3 summarizes the used
parameters.
Evaluated operators. We evaluate four basic operators, namely
Scan, Join, Group by, and Sort, which are representative of a broad
range of data operators (e.g., see relation to Spark operators in
Table 1). For the CPU, our operator implementations are adaptations
of the Join algorithm used in [10], based on the radix hash join
algorithm described by Kim et al. [38] (source code available [9]).
In contrast, the Mondrian Data Engine performs sort-merge join to
maximize row buffer locality. In all cases, we use 16-byte tuples
comprising an 8-byte integer key and an 8-byte integer payload,
representing an in-memory columnar database. We assume a uniform
distribution of keys in the input relations.
We describe the Join operator (R Z S) in more detail, being the
most complicated of the four basic data operators. We assume that
keys in the R and S relations follow a foreign key relationship: every
tuple in S is guaranteed to find exactly one join match in R. The
algorithm consists of two main phases, as illustrated in Table 2: par-
titioning, where data is shuffled across partitions, and probe, where
the actual join is performed. The Mondrian Data Engine leverages
data permutability to improve the efficiency of the partitioning phase,
which involves two steps for both the small relation R and the large
relation S: (i) building a histogram, and (ii) distributing data to the
partitions. In the histogram step, all keys in the source memory par-
titions are hashed into N buckets, to determine their location in their
destination partition, where N is the number of destination partitions.
The hash function uses a number of the key’s bits to determine each
tuple’s destination partition. In the code’s CPU version, we use the
keys’ 16 low order bits, optimizing for our modeled system’s private
cache size. For the NMP systems, we use six bits, matching the total
number of NMP vaults. In the second step of the partitioning phase,
tuples are copied to their corresponding locations in their destination
partitions, as determined in the histogram step.
In the Join operator’s probe phase, matching tuples of the R and
S relations are joined. This operation is fully localized within each
partition. In the case of CPU, the phase starts with building a hash
table and computing a prefix sum (similar to the first step of the
partitioning phase) for the elements of the smaller relation R. The
purpose of this second hashing is to group together keys of the
R relation that map to the same hash index, and store them in a
contiguous address range (further referred to as an index range).
Finally, for each tuple in S, the index range of R that corresponds
to the S tuple’s key hash is probed, and the matching R tuple in
the index range is joined with the probing S tuple. In the case of
the Mondrian Data Engine, the probe phase is implemented as a
sort-merge join. Thus, all data in the local vault is sorted and the two
relations are joined doing a final pass.
For the Group by operator, we altered the last step of the
join’s algorithm to perform six aggregation functions (avg, count,
min, max, sum, and sum squared), which are applied to all the
tuple groups. Our modeled Group by query results in an average
group size of four tuples. In the partitioning phase of the sort
CPU baseline
Cores
ARM Cortex-A57; 64-bit, 2GHz, OoO, RMO
3-wide dispatch/retirement, 128-entry ROB
L1 Caches
32KB 2-way L1d, 48KB 3-way L1i
64-byte blocks, 2 ports, 32 MSHRs
2-cycle latency (tag+data)
LLC
Shared block-interleaved NUCA, 4MB, non-inclusive
16-way, 1 bank/tile, 4-cycle hit latency
Coherence Directory-based MESI
NMP baseline
Cores
Qualcomm Krait400; 64-bit, 1GHz, OoO
RMO, 3-wide dispatch/retire, 48-entry ROB
L1 Caches Same as CPU-centric
Mondrian Data Engine
Cores
ARM Cortex-35; 64-bit, 1GHz, in-order, RMO
dual-issue. 1024-bit fixed-point SIMD unit
Common
DRAM
32GB: 8 layers × 16 vaults × 4 stacks
Organization
DRAM tCK = 1.6 ns, tRAS = 22.4 ns, tRCD = 11.2 ns
Timing tCAS = 11.2 ns, tWR = 14.4 ns, tRP = 11.2 ns
NOC 2D mesh, 16B links, 3 cycles/hop
Inter-HMC Fully connected for NMP, Star for CPU
Network SerDes links @ 10GHz: 160Gb/s per direction
Table 3: System parameters for simulation on Flexus.
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operator, we use high order bits, as opposed to low order bits
used by the join, to obtain the partitions that contain the keys
strictly smaller or larger than the keys in any other partition. Then,
in the probe phase, all tuples within each partition are sorted
using quicksort, in the case of CPU, and mergesort, in the case
of Mondrian Data Engine. The last and simplest operator, scan,
does not have a data partitioning phase; each input data partition is
scanned in parallel, and each tuple is compared to the searched value.
Evaluated configurations. We evaluate a number of different
system configurations to break down the benefits of the algorithm-
hardware co-design the Mondrian Data Engine is based on. In
the partitioning phase, we separate the benefits of permutability
and deploying SIMD units by evaluating two configurations in
addition to the NMP baseline (NMP) and Mondrian: NMP-perm
and Mondrian-noperm. The former uses the NMP baseline’s
computation units but also leverages permutability, the latter uses
Mondrian’s SIMD units without leveraging permutability. In the
probe phase, we aim to illustrate that deploying an algorithm that
favors sequential accesses over random is not beneficial without the
proper hardware support to translate this favorable memory access
pattern into high effective bandwidth utilization and, conversely,
performance. We therefore deploy two versions of the Join and
Group-by operators on the NMP baseline: the hash-based version
(random memory accesses, also used by the CPU) and the sort-based
version (sequential memory accesses, also used by Mondrian). We
refer to these two versions as NMP-rand and NMP-seq, respectively.
Performance model. As the executed code differs across the
evaluated systems, we base our performance comparisons on the
runtime of each operator on the same datasets. We use the SMARTS
sampling methodology [70] to reduce the turnaround time of
cycle-accurate simulation, and measure the achieved IPC in each
case. We then use fast functional-only simulation to measure the
instruction count of each algorithm phase. Finally, we multiply the
IPC with the number of instructions to estimate the runtime of each
operator on each of the architectures.
Energy model. We develop a custom energy modeling framework
to take the energy consumption of all major system components into
account, combined with event counts from Flexus (cache accesses,
memory row activations, etc.) to estimate the total expended energy
System Component Power / Energy
CPU Core Power: 2.1W
NMP Baseline Core Power: 312mW
Mondrian Core Power: 180mW
LLC
Access Energy: 0.09nJ
Leakage Power: 110mW
NOC
Energy: 0.04pJ/bit/mm
Leakage Power: 30mW
HMC (per 8GB cube)
Background Power: 980mW
Activation Energy: 0.65n j
Access Energy: 2p j/bit
SerDes Idle: 1p j/bit, Busy: 3p j/bit
Table 4: Power and energy of system components.
for each experiment. Table 4 summarizes these power and energy
estimations. We assume a 28nm technology and estimate LLC power
using CACTI 6.5 [41]. We estimate core power based on the core’s
peak power and its utilization statistics. For the HMC, we scale the
energy data reported by Micron [33] and separate the row activation
from the access energy by modeling HMC on CACTI-3DD [14].
The HMC features the smallest row buffer size among commercial
stacked DRAM devices, resulting in a conservative activation/access
row buffer energy ratio. The energy benefits of reducing row buffer
activations would be even larger for devices with larger row buffers,
such as Wide I/O 2 [34] and HBM [35]. We also estimate HMC
background power and energy per operation based on Micron models
as implemented in DRAMSim2 [58] and Micron data sheets [47].
Finally, we use previously published data for the NOC [24, 65] and
SerDes energy [22, 44].
7 EVALUATION
We now proceed to evaluate the four systems described in the
methodology section: CPU-centric, NMP-perm, NMP-rand, NMP-
seq, Mondrian-noperm, and Mondrian. We use the four common
data operators that are representative of data analytics services (Scan,
Sort, Group by, Join) to compare all of the above system configura-
tions in terms of performance (§7.1), energy and efficiency (§7.2).
7.1 Performance
We break down the data operators into their two main phases, namely
partitioning and probe. We first show the results for the two phases
separately and then combine them to deduce the overall performance
of each evaluated system. All performance results appear as speedups
over the CPU baseline.
Table 5 shows the speedup for the partitioning phase on NMP,
NMP-perm, Mondrian-noperm and Mondrian. The partitioning
phase for all operators is almost identical, so we only show the
results for the Join operator. The conventional partition algorithm
executed by CPU, NMP and Mondrian-noperm builds and maintains
a histogram of tuple keys to calculate the exact destination address
for each tuple. The histogram manipulation code suffers from heavy
data dependencies and results in low bandwidth utilization and, ulti-
mately, poor performance. NMP outperforms the CPU by 58× due
to its high parallelism and proximity to memory, but falls short of its
full potential with an average per-core IPC of 0.98. Overall, NMP
utilizes only 1.0GB/s of memory bandwidth per vault.
Mondrian-noperm leverages its SIMD units to outperform NMP
by 2.4×, but is still compute-bound. Due to the same data depen-
dency issues observed in NMP, Mondrian-noperm cannot use SIMD
instructions throughout the partition loop and manages to utilize
2.4GB/s of memory bandwidth on average.
NMP-perm and Mondrian exploit data permutability during parti-
tioning. NMP-perm achieves a speedup of 1.7× over NMP mainly
due to the execution of simpler code. Permutability eschews the
need for destination address calculation and greatly reduces depen-
dencies in the code. However, even after leveraging permutability,
NMP-perm utilizes only 1.6GB/s memory bandwidth per vault.
Finally, Mondrian leverages both SIMD and permutability. It uses
SIMD instructions across the entire partition loop, enabling data-
parallel processing of 8 tuples, and shifts the performance bottleneck
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System Speedup over CPU
NMP 58×
NMP-perm 98×
Mondrian-noperm 142×
Mondrian 273×
Table 5: Partition speedup vs. CPU.
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Figure 6: Probe speedup vs. CPU.
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Figure 7: Overall speedup vs. CPU.
to the SerDes links’ bandwidth. The outcome is a bandwidth uti-
lization of 4.5GB/s per vault and speedups of 1.9×, 2.8× and 273×
over Mondrian-noperm, NMP-perm, and CPU, respectively.
Fig. 6 shows the probe phase performance results. In the case of
Scan, NMP-rand and NMP-seq are identical, as they execute the
same code, and achieve a performance improvement of 2.4× over the
CPU due to memory proximity. However, NMP cannot fully utilize
the memory bandwidth, reaching a per-vault bandwidth utilization
of only 2.5GB/s, due to a combination of a narrow pipeline and code
with heavy data dependencies. Although the overall CPU perfor-
mance is lower than NMP, the per-CPU-core bandwidth utilization
is 4.3GB/s, thanks to the cores’ larger instruction window and higher
frequency. Mondrian overcomes NMP’s limitations by using wide
SIMD operations that allow entire tuples to be processed by a single
SIMD instruction, improving performance by 2.6× as compared to
the NMP baselines. Mondrian utilizes 6.7GB/s of per-vault memory
bandwidth, nearing the theoretical peak of 8GB/s.
Sort shows a similar trend as Scan, with two key changes. The
performance gap between NMP and CPU grows due to an increased
number of memory accesses. The gap between NMP and Mondrian
grows even further because of Sort’s higher computational require-
ments, which are better accommodated by Mondrian’s wide SIMD.
Both NMP-seq and NMP-rand execute mergesort.
For Group by and Join, we observe that NMP-rand outperforms
NMP-seq, even though NMP-seq’s IPC of 0.95 is significantly higher
than NMP-rand’s IPC of 0.24. While NMP-seq is faster due to its
sequential memory access patterns, it is not fast enough to compen-
sate for the added logn factor to algorithmic complexity. Mondrian’s
wide SIMD units absorb this algorithmic complexity bump, achiev-
ing speedups of 22× over the CPU and 5× over the best NMP.
Fig. 7 trivially combines the operators’ partitioning and probe
phases to represent the complete execution. For NMP and NMP-
perm, we combine their corresponding partition phase with the
best performing probe algorithm, NMP-rand. Mondrian’s overall
speedup over the CPU and the best NMP baseline, composed of
NMP-perm+NMP-rand, peaks at 49× and 5×, respectively.
7.2 Energy and Efficiency
Fig. 8 shows the energy breakdown for CPU, NMP, NMP-perm, and
Mondrian across their main components. In the CPU case, DRAM
bandwidth is severely underutilized and core energy dominates.
However, we simulate a relatively small system due to practical con-
straints, and we expect commercial systems to have more DRAM
0% 
20% 
40% 
60% 
80% 
100% 
Scan Sort Group By Join
DRAM dyn DRAM static cores SerDes+NOC
Figure 8: Energy breakdown.
per core (i.e., 8GB+ per core as opposed to the evaluated 2GB),
making the DRAM energy component more significant. In NMP
and Mondrian, lower core power promotes other components as the
main sources of system energy. In the NMP architectures, execution
is dominated by the probe phase; therefore, the impact of the par-
titioning mechanism used is small and the energy profiles of NMP
and NMP-perm are near-identical. Mondrian’s energy breakdown
reflects its aggressive DRAM bandwidth utilization, where static-
dominated components of the energy utilization, namely SerDes and
DRAM static, are relatively smaller as compared to NMP.
Finally, Fig. 9 illustrates the overall efficiency improvement—in
terms of performance per watt—for each of the three systems over
the CPU baseline. While efficiency follows the performance trends,
the gains are smaller than the performance improvements, reflecting
Mondrian’s high utilization of system resources. Mondrian cores
draw higher dynamic power for higher performance and DRAM
bandwidth utilization. Overall, Mondrian improves efficiency by
28× over the CPU and by 5× over the best NMP baseline.
8 RELATED WORK
Near Memory Processing. Several attempts to go down the promis-
ing NMP path have been made in the past. However, ambitious
projects such as FlexRAM [37], IRAM [54], DIVA [28], and Active
Pages [52] that introduced novel NMP architectures faced technol-
ogy as an ultimate showstopper. Integration of logic and memory
on the same die proved particularly challenging, damaging yields,
while thermal concerns severely limited the logic’s performance.
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Figure 9: Efficiency improvement vs. CPU (log scale).
Hence, the NMP idea was limited to academic research, and eventu-
ally faded away. The interest in NMP has recently been rekindled
by advancements in die-stacking technology, which enables the
tight integration of logic and memory while still allowing separate
chip manufacturing. Commercial products such as AMD-Hynix’s
HBM [5, 35], Micron’s HMC [46], and Tezzaron’s DiRAM [63]
are already available, and even though these existing products are
currently used as memory bandwidth boosters, ongoing efforts are
focused on leveraging the logic layer that lies under the memory
dies for NMP.
Several recent proposals seek to make NMP practical and max-
imize its efficiency. Tesseract [2] is a specialized NMP architec-
ture for graph processing that employs graph-processing-specific
prefetching schemes to utilize the ample available memory band-
width, but does not optimize for memory access efficiency (i.e.,
row buffer locality). Ahn et al. [3] focus on facilitating program-
ming of NMP architectures through ISA extensions. Gao et al. [22]
propose an NMP architecture with an optimized communication
scheme across NMP compute units. It still relies on caches for
performance and proposes software-assisted coherence to alleviate
coherence overheads. In contrast, we advocate against the traditional
approach of relying on cache-optimized algorithms. Instead, we
propose adapting the algorithms and designing the NMP hardware
to extract performance from immense memory bandwidth through
streaming.
Pioneer work on near-memory data analytics has proposed an
HMC-based architecture for MapReduce-style applications [56, 57],
which share a lot of similarities with the data operators we inves-
tigated. However, their approach is limited to mapping the CPU
algorithm to a set of simple in-order cores, used as NMP compute
units on the HMC’s logic layer. As our algorithmic-hardware co-
design observations illustrate, such an approach leaves a significant
efficiency improvement headroom.
HRL [23] introduces a novel FPGA/CGRA hybrid as a compute
substrate to maximize efficiency within NMP’s tight area &
power budget. We show that reconfigurable logic is not necessary
for efficient bandwidth utilization in NMP; restructuring data
analytics algorithms to be streaming-friendly and amenable to wide,
data-parallel processing (SIMD) is enough to meet the goal of
utilizing the available bandwidth within the NMP constraints, while
maintaining a familiar programming model. We show that NMP fa-
vors algorithms that trade off algorithmic complexity for sequential
accesses, and can achieve high efficiency by maximizing memory
bandwidth utilization through streaming and wide computation units.
Dynamic address remapping. Impulse [13] introduces a software-
managed address translation layer in the memory controller, to
restructure data and improve memory bandwidth and effective cache
capacity. However, it does not change the internal DRAM data
placement and access pattern, hence it does not directly improve
DRAM access efficiency. Akin et al. [4] also identify that data
relocation in 3D memory architectures results in suboptimal memory
accesses, and introduces the reshape accelerator that dynamically
and transparently remaps physical addresses to DRAM addresses to
increase row buffer locality. In contrast, the Mondrian Data Engine
changes the physical addresses of data objects, by relying on the
end-to-end observation that in data analytics, operations often occur
on buckets of data rather than individual objects, hence a memory
bucket’s internal organization can be relaxed by the hardware using
hints coming from software, for efficiency benefits.
Partitioning acceleration. HARP [68] identifies partitioning as a
major runtime fraction of data analytics operators and introduces
a specialized partitioning accelerator to alleviate that overhead.
HARP is synergistic with our optimization for partitioning, which
exploits memory permutability in data analytics to maximize row
buffer locality. HARP always preserves record order by design,
conservatively assuming that all tuple outputs are in an "interesting
order" [59]. Interesting orders are explicitly marked by the query
planner, and the Mondrian Date Engine’s design allows enabling the
permutability optimization on demand.
Data analytics acceleration. With data analytics taking center stage
in modern computing, there have been proposals for analytics accel-
erators from both the industry and academia, such as Oracle’s DAX
[61], Widx [39] and Q100 [69]. Unlike these accelerators, Mon-
drian’s compute units are specifically designed to fit under NMP’s
tight area and power constraints. On-chip accelerators, like Q100,
employ specialized pipelined units to maximize on-chip data reuse
and minimize expensive off-chip memory accesses. In contrast, Mon-
drian leverages its proximity to memory to achieve high performance
with simple general-purpose compute units.
9 CONCLUSION
The end of Dennard scaling has made the design of new architectures
a one-way road for increasing the performance and energy efficiency
of compute systems. At the same time, modern age data deluge is
further pushing this urge, as information extraction requires plowing
through unprecedented amounts of data. NMP architectures, which
have recently become technologically viable, provide a great fit
for energy-efficient data-centric computation, as they feature low-
power logic that can utilize tightly coupled high-bandwidth memory.
While NMP systems are architecturally different from CPU-centric
ones, they both execute similarly structured programs: ones that
involve lots of fine-grained random memory accesses. However,
such accesses are inefficient in NMP systems, as random accesses
result in an excess of expensive row buffer activations.
In this work, we showed that efficient NMP requires radically
different algorithms from the ones that are typically preferred for
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CPUs. Instead of relying on cache locality and data reuse, NMP’s
ample memory bandwidth favors memory streaming through se-
quential accesses. Adapting modern data analytics to the strengths of
NMP architectures requires algorithmic modifications to maximize
sequential memory accesses, and hardware support to operate on
data streams at memory bandwidth. We materialized our key ob-
servations by designing the Mondrian Data Engine, a novel NMP
architecture optimized for efficient data analytics. Compared to a
CPU-centric and a baseline NMP system, the Mondrian Data Engine
improves the performance of basic data analytics operators by up to
49× and 5×, and efficiency by up to 28× and 5×, respectively.
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